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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Worldwide remote-access thanks to our own cloud

Worldwide remote-maintenance without additional costs thanks to our own cloud
 Your devices connect to your own cloud, no matter where they are in the world. Only
your devices are in your own private cloud, no one else has access to the cloud. In
addition, you can provide each device with its own connection-password, so that the
individual systems are protected despite the private cloud.
 No registration on any portals, no hidden additional costs, your devices in your own
cloud are always accessible.
 This is how remote maintenance/remote access is fun.



Serial communication with CP and more S5-assemblies

You have a PC with programming software and a 9pin COM-port as interface? No
problem, for this purpose the PG-UNI-II-cable is exactly the right product. Connect it to a
Siemens assembly such as H1-CP (CP1430), WF470 and PC or CP-525 with the
CP525-adapter and PC and you're Online.

PD-interface of the S5-PLC already occupied  (OEM-device)

Your PD-interface of the S5-PLC is already occupied with a panel and you should
accomplish program modifications without removing the panel? No problem, connect the
Multiplexer one-time to the PLC and then connect the panel and also your PC to the
Multiplexer. Now you can work parallel with the PLC without the need of affecting the
operation of the panel.



Save time and money

Connect panel to PLC or PLC to PLC, why waste time and money unnecessarily?
 Get an expensive bus-cable, screw the bus-connector and also make the classic mistake in
the wiring (shield-connection to bus-line). Why all this effort when there is a ready-made
solution:
 MPI/Profibus-connection-cable with a length of 1m, cast D-Sub-housing with
screw-bolts. Only the signals A + B (bus itself), ground and RTS-AS are 1to1 applied, so
no problems with possible voltages, compensating currents.
 Simply plug it on to the MPI- or Profibus-interface, screw it on and communicate.

Easiest configuration by included webserver

To configure ALF you dont need additional driver or special cables, you connect your PC
via LAN or WLAN with ALF and over the integrated webserver you can configure the
needed function.



Watching of S5-PLC’s via LAN without Ethernet-CP

Your panel only has a LAN-socket as PLC-interface, no problem. Connect this socket
with the S5-LAN++ and plug it directly on the PD-interface of the PLC. Then access to
the variables and data of the PLC is already available.

Data backup S7-PLC PN-port on FTP-server

S7-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PN-port on FTP-server


